FORT PIERCE LAUNCHES SCOOTER SHARE

Partnership with Zagster for electric scooter share program in Fort Pierce, FL
Launched on September 12, 2019 (1-year pilot)

The City of Fort Pierce has partnered with Zagster to launch an electric scooter (e-scooter) share program in Fort Pierce, Florida. Through this one-year program, Zagster has deployed 150 dockless e-scooters, provided by Spin. From 7am to 9pm, scooters can be unlocked via the Spin app by anyone 18 years of age or older for $1 and ridden within the designated, geofenced service area for $0.15 per minute. Zagster, which is operating and managing the scooter fleet, will be maintaining, collecting, recharging, and redistributing the scooters daily. This program is the first scooter share on the Treasure Coast. Through this partnership, the City of Fort Piece aims to build on their existing relationship with Zagster and help to bridge transit gaps.
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SUDDFOLK LAUNCHES REGIONAL BIKESHARE

Partnership to roll out bikeshare program, Bethpage Ride, in Suffolk, NY
Launched on September 15, 2019 (2-year pilot)

Suffolk County has partnered with Zagster and Bethpage Federal Credit Union to launch Bethpage Ride, a regional bikeshare service powered by Zagster’s Pace bikeshare platform. Bethpage Ride is “now available in the Village of Babylon, the Village of Patchogue, and Hampton Bays, in the town of Southampton.” Bikes can be reserved through the Pace app and ridden for a cost of $1 per 15 minutes. Fixed-rate monthly and yearly plans are also available and allow riders to take unlimited trips of up to 30 minutes. At the end of a trip, riders can either return their bike to one of the Pace docking stations or lock it elsewhere for a $2 fee. Bethpage Ride is supported by funding from Bethpage Federal Credit Union and aims to improve mobility.
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Grand Rides bikeshare is live in Grand Forks, ND
(Photo by ND University System)

Blue Shield of California & Lyft partner for rideQ
(Photo by Blue Shield of CA)

Gotcha electric bikeshare launches on UA campus
(Photo by Gotcha)

City of Tucson launches scooter pilot program
(Photo by City of Tucson)

Zagster rolls out Spin scooters in Orem, UT
(Photo by Daily Herald)

Bide introduces bidding platform for ridesharing
(Photo by Bide)

Seattle partners with Lyft & Uber to aid immigrants
(Photo by Kiro 7)

Indianapolis bikeshare program has expanded
(Photo by Pacers Bikeshare)

UCF SGA partners with Lyft for safe ride program
(Photo by UCF SGA)

Bolt launches redesigned scooters in Memphis, TN
(Photo by Memphis Flyer)

University of Pittsburgh partners for bikeshare
(Photo by Healthy Ride)

Waycare partners for CV data sharing in Nevada
(Photo by SmartCitiesWorld)
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